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ABSTRACT
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This research is carried out due to the writer’s interest on Chomsky’s promotion about
his Minimalist Program and the P&P approach, he labelled as the latest linguistics study which
is able, not only to observe and to describe  language, but also to explain language universals
(principles) and language variations (parameters) adequately, besides to explain adequately
about the way a native speaker obtains his/her language knowledge or language competence.
The aims of this research were to explain (1) the universal or principle features of
Indonesian passive voice according to the Logical Form and (2) the different or parameter
features of Indonesian passive voice according to the Phonetic Form. The data were taken from
Kompas daily newspaper and from Kompas.com (internet) published in 2009–2011. The other
resources were from Indonesian utterances by native speakers. Besides library research, field
research as well as the techniques available in Generative theory such as observation,
documentation, and introspection were also used. The data analysis used was P&P approach.
The result of the principles analyses  shows that the syntactic elements of Indonesian
passive voice which should exist are subject and predicate. The subject can play five roles i.e.,
(1) objective subject, (2) patientive  subject, (3)  benefactive subject, (4) receptive subject, and
(5) locative subject. Further subdivision gets 25 thematic relations (Logical Form) indicating that
the acquiring of argument structure and the characteristics of role as  well as verb form of  the
native speakers are convergent. From parameter analyses it can be concluded that  there are
seven types of Indonesian passive voice by which they may not exist in any other languages in
the world. Such types are (1) di- passive. (2) ter- passive, (3) ke-an passive, (4) ber- passive,
(5) persona passive (6) kena passive, and (7) zero passive. The new finding in this research is
zero passive which does not have the characteristics of the six types of the passives. From
head parameter analyses, it shows that the existence of head in each passive voice structure
can encounter inversion. In short, the grammar of Indonesian passive voice proves to be very
abstract, very complicated, and have lots of variation. From this we can understand why
Chomsky has logical idea that by such a complicated system there must be principles of
universal grammar obtained naturally by human being and be the basis of all languages in this
universe.
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